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Fig. A1: Representative diffraction patterns from each material studied. The space group and 
material are denoted in the upper left corner of each diffraction pattern. 



 

(a)  
 

(b)  
Fig. A2: Inverse pole figures of the entire dataset.  Orientation analysis shows the materials are of 
very low texture, typically in the range of 2-3 multiples of uniform density (M.U.D.). Note that all 
of the data is below 5 M.U.D, the standard onset for medium texture.  The data is first plotted (a) 
with the scale bars automatically determined by MTEX to show the data distribution.  The second 
set of plots (b) uses the fixed scale of 0 to 5 M.U.D. to demonstrate that the data does not approach 
medium texture levels. 



 

 
Fig. A3: Probability plots of mean angular deviation and band contrast for the entire dataset.  The 
pattern quality distribution of each material is assessed using mean angular deviation (MAD) and 
band contrast (BC) as descriptors.  Each plot is also annotated with the mean (µ) and standard 
deviation (σ).   

 

 

 

 



 

 
Fig. A4: Schematic of the neural network.  In convolutional layers, a learnable filter is convolved 
across the image and the scalar product between the filter and the input at every position is 
computed to form a feature map.  Pooling layers are placed after convolutional layers to down 
sample the feature maps and produce coarse grain representations and spatial information about 
the features in the data.   A traditional dense neural network is placed as the last layer, where the 
probability that the input diffraction pattern belongs to each space group is computed.  

 

 



 

 
Fig. A5: Inverse pole figures for each space group training set in the associated model.  The range 
of possible orientations are well represented for each class.  Note that the scale bars are all below 
5 M.U.D. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Fig. A6: Histograms of mean angular deviation and band contrast in the training set for the 
associated model.  The pattern quality distribution of each material is assessed using mean angular 
deviation (MAD) and band contrast (BC) as descriptors.  Each plot is also annotated with the mean 
(µ) and standard deviation (σ).   

 

 
Fig. A7: Inverse pole figures for patterns based on correct or incorrect classification.  The 
distribution of orientations that were correctly classified and misclassified are very similar, 
suggesting texture is not having a profound effect.  Note that the scale bars are all below 5 M.U.D. 

 



 

 
Fig. A8: Histograms of mean angular deviation and band contrast separated by correct or incorrect 
classification.  The pattern quality distribution of each material is assessed using mean angular 
deviation (MAD) and band contrast (BC) as descriptors.  Each plot is also annotated with the mean 
(µ) and standard deviation (σ).   

 

 
Fig. A9. Feature comparison for correct and incorrect classifications. The activations for the 229 
class are studied when the pattern is correctly identified (middle) and misclassified to 255 (right). 
Similar information is identified; however, the zone axis activations are weaker for the 
misclassified pattern.  



Table A1.  Material acquisition and processing.  The method of fabrication is listed for each material studied.  SPS denotes spark plasma 
sintering from a commercial powder.  The homogenization heat treatments were performed for one week in an inert atmosphere. 

 



Table A2.  Number of diffraction patterns classified to each space group.  Space group 221; trained on FeNi3.  Space group 223; trained 
on Mo3Si.  Space group 225; trained on TaC.  Space group 227; trained on Ge.  Space group 229; trained on Ta.  Space group 230; 
trained on Al4CoNi2.   

 

 



Table A3.  Number of diffraction patterns classified to each space group.  Space group 221; trained on FeNi3.  Space group 223; trained 
on Mo3Si.  Space group 225; trained on Al.  Space group 227; trained on Ge.  Space group 229; trained on Ta.  Space group 230; trained 
on Al4CoNi2.   

 

 



Table A4.  Number of diffraction patterns classified to each space group.  Space group 221; trained on FeNi3.  Space group 223; trained 
on Mo3Si.  Space group 225; trained on TaC.  Space group 227; trained on Si.  Space group 229; trained on Ta.  Space group 230; trained 
on Al4CoNi2.   

 



Table A5.  Number of diffraction patterns classified to each space group.  Space group 221; trained on FeNi3.  Space group 223; trained 
on Mo3Si.  Space group 225; trained on TaC.  Space group 227; trained on Ge.  Space group 229; trained on Fe.  Space group 230; 
trained on Al4CoNi2.   

 



Table A6.  Number of diffraction patterns classified to each space group.  Space group 221; trained on FeNi3 and NiAl.  Space group 
223; trained on Mo3Si.  Space group 225; trained on TaC and Ni.  Space group 227; trained on Ge and Si.  Space group 229; trained on 
Ta and Fe.  Space group 230; trained on Al4CoNi2.  

 



Table A7.  Number of diffraction patterns classified to each space group.  The model was trained using a small subset of patterns from 
each of the available materials.  

 




